
 

 

How can you enhance the efficiency and longevity of your industrial operations while minimising 
interruptions and breakdowns? The answer lies in effective upgrades and well-planned shutdowns. 
At Triple i, our dedicated Service and Support teams specialise in providing tailored upgrade and 
shutdown management solutions, ensuring your operations are always optimised and never stop 
longer than necessary. 

Streamlining Your Operations with Upgrades and Shutdowns 
In the fast-paced industrial landscape, maximising operational efficiency is essential. But how do you 
achieve this without compromising productivity during upgrades and necessary shutdowns? Our 
teams have the answer. 

Seamless Plant Upgrades (Brownfield) 
Our team provides both upgrade and shutdown services and support. In doing so, we ensure your 
operations are never interrupted longer than necessary. 

Your plants' equipment may face efficiency challenges over time due to prolonged wear and tear. 
Our expertise lies in leveraging the latest technologies to rejuvenate your plant's performance. Our 
suite of upgrade services includes but is not limited to: 

• Control System Migrations - Adapting to modern control systems is crucial for optimal plant 
performance. Our team excels in seamlessly migrating your control systems to 
contemporary, efficient platforms. 

• Software and Computer Hardware Upgrades - We ensure your software and hardware are 
up to date, enabling smoother operations and improved productivity across your facility. 

• Plant Equipment Upgrades - From enhancing machinery to integrating advanced 
components, our experts upgrade your plant equipment to meet current industry standards 
and boost efficiency. 

• System Integrations - Integrating various systems into a cohesive unit enhances operational 
efficiency. Our team specialises in seamless system integrations tailored to your specific 
needs. 

Strategic Plant Shutdowns: Ensuring Long-term Performance 
Shutdowns are a vital aspect of maintenance and are imperative for equipment that operates all day 
to ensure long-term effective performance. 



 

 

Maintaining your equipment's functionality and longevity necessitates well-planned and executed 
shutdowns. Our approach includes comprehensive pre-shutdown inspections and meticulous 
planning, reducing risks of breakdowns and ensuring a smooth transition back to operational mode. 

We consider all aspects, including safety protocols, potential risks, and equipment conditions, to 
create a thorough shutdown management strategy. This strategy guarantees minimal disruption, 
maximum efficiency, and prolonged equipment life. 

Partner with Triple i for Operational Excellence 
Are you ready to enhance the performance and longevity of your industrial operations?  
Ready to boost your operational efficiency, prolong equipment life, and minimise downtime? 

Then visit our website at www.triplei.com.au/service-support/.  

 

 

http://www.triplei.com.au/service-support/

